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Experience:
I personally had a blast, because I am an introvert person, I even feel shy or conscious while
talking to my classmates but here getting a chance to interact with people from different
country, different culture, language really helped me a lot and moreover learned so many new
things which I was not aware of.
I was in the group of “Covid-19 and Mental Health” where had amazingly amazing group
mates.
In this group we first of all gathered information about Covid-19, and as there were students
from three different countries so obviously had different perspective how we have dealt or
managed with this crisis, and moreover the precautions we took and how it affected our or each
country’s mental health.
After gathering all the information, we planned to do a survey which was completely based on
Covid-19 and how it affected people’s Mental Health.
But I just have a small suggestion that the orientation meeting to be a little longer means from
the side of duration, because as being an introvert I personally take a little more time to open
up with people.
Despite of being in “Covid-19 and Mental Health” Group, we still had a pretty good
communication among other group members because at the beginning of the symposium we
were given the liberty to know students from other country through breakout room.
Overall, it was an amazing experience and moreover in this crisis maintaining a schedule where
all the three countries had totally different timelines but managing the symposium for these
many weeks in a scheduled way was really great and also gave us a lesson on time management.
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